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Abstract—Web applications are an extremely important and
ubiquitous part of today’s world. Students must not only know
how to develop them from a technical perspective, but in doing
so need to understand how to follow the proper principles of
software engineering - delivering the project on time, on budget,
and in a high quality manner.
At the Department of Software Engineering at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, we offer a Web Engineering course which
not only introduces students to a variety of web technologies,
but more importantly it shows them how to use them in a
collaborative environment while properly utilizing web engi-
neering methodologies.The course includes a significant project
component requiring students to use a variety of contemporary
technologies and resources to create a robust web application. The
main premise of the project is for each group to create a web
portal using both custom-built and already existing components.
The project takes place over the entire 15 week course term,
includes multiple releases, and has students work in teams of
4-5.
This innovative project component has received significant
praise from both students and faculty members while fulfilling an
emerging area of our curriculum. Students enjoy the real-world
nature of the project and the ability to work with contemporary
technologies in a format which closely mimics what they will see
in industry. This paper outlines the educational objectives, project
details, some sample project results of our class offering, as well
as student feedback about the project. The goal of this work is
to share the project, its importance, and lessons learned for use
at other institutions with similar educational goals.
Keywords—Web Engineering, Software Engineering, Comput-
ing Education
I. INTRODUCTION
Creating high quality web applications on time and on
budget can be in many ways more difficult than traditional
application development. Developers must not only master web
development technologies, but different methodologies as well.
Web-deployed development is likely to have a significantly
higher amount of all three types of maintenance (corrective,
adaptive, and perfective) by its very nature; evolvability and
ease of deployment are a major reason why it is so popular. In
addition to focusing on maintainability, developers need to bal-
ance the concepts of uptime, security, worldwide availability,
and accessibility with a torrent of different browsers, devices,
and screen resolutions currently in use and in the development
pipeline.
Web engineering is defined as the systematic, disciplined,
and quantifiable approach to development, operation, and
maintenance of web-based systems and applications [13],
[18], [20]. While similar to software engineering, the con-
cept of web engineering differs in several key areas [6]. A
higher emphasis is placed on growth and change, compressed
schedules, performance criticality, and small teams working on
very short schedules [5]. While many institutions offer classes
directed towards developing web applications or software
engineering, very few offer courses in web engineering - the
successful combination of the two concepts [1], [2]. Because
of the critical elements described above, the application of
engineering principles to this particular type of development
is critical.
At the Department of Software Engineering at the
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), we offer a Web
Engineering course to help meet the demands that students
would face when tasked with creating web applications. The
purpose of this course is to instruct students in using proper
web engineering principles and to allow them to practice doing
so with a prominent course project. This project component
includes teams of 3-5 students, runs the entire (15 week)
semester, and involves creating a web application in multiple
iterations using a variety of contemporary technologies and
resources.
The goals of the project are to reinforce course concepts, al-
low students to gain experience creating web applications, and
the application of web engineering concepts. Secondary goals
include reinforcement of in a team skills and the opportunity to
use current technologies. Student teams are expected to fulfill
all steps of the software development lifecycle including the
successful creation of all necessary requirement, design, test,
and deployment artifacts, and development of the product using
proper web engineering principles. This project has proven to
be invaluable at reinforcing academic concepts discussed in
the classroom as well as providing an enjoyable real-world
experience for the students.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III
describes the course including learning objectives. Section IV
provides an overview of the project detailing requirements,
deliverables and evaluation methods. Section V relates a sam-
ple project and some student feedback. Section II presents
some related works. Section VI describes challenges and future
work, and Section VII concludes the paper with a summary.
II. RELATED WORK
While several institutions offer courses in web engineer-
ing [1], [2], we are not aware of any which use a project
component such as the one we present. Preston [17] discussed
the importance of using real-world projects similar to ours in
computing courses and found that through practical project
applications, classroom principles were significantly solidified
for the students. Several other works have discussed their
success in using real-world projects in computing engineering
courses as well [10], [11], [15].
TABLE I. WEEKLY TOPICS & PROJECT DELIVERABLES
Week Classroom Topics Project Deliverables Project Point Total
1 Course Introduction, Introduction to Web Engineering Team Formation 0%
2 Introduction to Web Development Technologies
3 Javascript, JQuery Requirements Documents 10
4 Web Services
5 Web Testing Design Documents, Test Plan 10
6 Exam, Twitter Bootstrap Beta Release 3
7 R1 Presentations Release 1 (R1) 20
8 Introduction to Databases R1 Post Mortem 4
9 HTML5
10 Security - Abuse & Misuse, Threat Modeling
11 R2 Presentations, Security - Defensive Coding, SQL Injection R2 20
12 Exam, Usability in Web Applications R2 Post Mortem 4
13 Analysis of Web Traffic
14 Emerging Web Technologies
15 R3 Presentations, Final Exam Presentation, R3, R3 Post Mortem 5, 20, 4
Van der Duim et al. [22] spoke about the “Free Riders”
problem where some students working on teams do not
contribute as much as their peers. Students reported several
reasons for free riding including lack of project interest, lack
of social skills, and overall course workload. Other works
have also reporting similar problems for software engineering
projects [9], [19].
Deshpande et al. [5] described the concept of web engineer-
ing, why it is needed, how the concepts helps improve web
application development, and how it should be incorporated
into education and training. The work argued that while
software engineering was relevant to conventional application
development, web engineering was needed for web application
development due to the differences in testing, development,
and maintenance. Ginige [6] discussed many of the failures
in the development of web applications and also argued for
more of a web engineering approach when developing web
applications. More recent works have begun to extend web
engineering into more specific focuses, such as security [3].
III. ABOUT THE COURSE
The Web Engineering course has been offered at RIT for
three years, with the primary goal being to instruct students
in how to properly apply software engineering principles to
the creation of web applications. A 300-level course, and
typically taken by upper-division students in sections of 25-30,
approximately 130 students have taken the course so far. While
this is an engineering and not a programming course, specific
technologies such as .NET1 and jQuery2 are discussed and
and concepts such as web services and security are covered.
Students are primarily evaluated on their comprehension of
engineering principles and not specific technologies or pro-
gramming abilities.
The students taking the course are typically upper-level
Software Engineering students and have a reasonably high
level of development experience. A good portion of the stu-
dents are very experienced with web development - having
gained expertise either through personal projects or internships.
Typically one third have extensive experience, one third have
some experience, and the remaining third have little or no ex-
posure. Exams and homework are two thirds of the final grade,
and the project is one third. Prerequisites include Introduction
1http://microsoft.com/net
2http://jquery.com/
to Software Engineering, Personal Software Engineering, and
some basic programming courses.
Some of the biggest areas of emphasis include customer
elicitation skills, requirements documentation, and acceptance
testing within the context of web engineering. The weekly
topics, project deliverables, and suggested project point totals
of the course are shown in Table I; further details may be found
on the course website3. Instructors are encouraged to deviate
from our course plan as they see fit and as new technologies
and concepts become prominent.
IV. ABOUT THE PROJECT
A group project is an important aspect of the course; re-
search has found projects to be extremely beneficial to student
learning [4], [7], [20]. The project lasts the entire term of the
course (15 weeks), and has student teams creating deliverables
throughout. Team size is targeted to 3-5 students, as this is
often the size of groups in industry and has been found to be
conducive to student learning in previous research [7], [16].
For simplicity and student support purposes, a web technology
platform should be chosen by the instructor. For the last three
years, we have chosen the Microsoft .NET framework as
the core of the project, although we expect other institutions
to select the technology based upon preference and student
competency.
The main premise of the project is for each group to create
a web portal using both custom-built and already existing
components. This is accomplished through web service and
Application Programming Interface (API) calls, with possible
sources including Google’s, FaceBook’s, and Yahoo’s APIs.
A. Project Requirements
When crafting the course project, several considerations
were at hand. First, we wanted it to represent a real-world prod-
uct, using-real world technologies. This is important since the
goal of the project is to emulate what the students would see in
their careers after college. Additionally realistic development
goals help to further challenge and encourage students [8],
[12], [20]–[22]. Second we wanted to foster student interest in
the project. Developing a solution using APIs from well-known
and respected companies proved exciting to the students. This
3http://www.se.rit.edu/∼swen-344/
Fig. 1. A Sample Completed Student Project
enthusiasm has helped them to remain focused and drive their
desire to learn and apply ingenuity.
The instructor takes on two distinct roles for the project:
teacher and customer. The way the customer reacts to student
questions significantly differs depending on what role the
instructor is currently playing. While representing the role
of teacher, the instructor gives project advice and answers
technical questions whenever possible. As the customer, an
attempt is made to mimic a client in the real world, and
students are encouraged to clarify requirements as such. So that
students may understand which role the instructor is playing,
they are encouraged to ask whenever they are unsure and begin
their statements with “As the customer” or “As the teacher.”
The goal of the project is to create a personalized web
portal that would be customized for each user. We choose to
require that the user be able login with their Facebook account,
as Students of the millennial generation have been found to be
more engaged with programming projects that have social rele-
vance [14]. Once the user has logged into the application, they
are to be exposed to several pieces of personal, customizable
information. Perhaps the most significant is an area on the
main page which is very similar to the wall in the traditional
Facebook application. For this section, students are asked to
again tie into the Facebook API to retrieve the necessary data.
They are required to modify the appearance of these items and
apply aspects of usability covered in the course. Various other
Facebook APIs such as photo albums, chatting with friends,
and status updates were used in similar ways.
In addition to the relatively simple API interaction, the
students are also required to write custom software that has its
own functionality and also interacts with external data services
or feeds. One example is a simple stock/share price module
requiring the user to enter a stock that they have fictitiously
purchased along with the purchase price and number of shares.
This information is to be stored in a student created MS-SQL
database and information such as the current share price is
to be retrieved from a third party web service (i.e. Markit
On Demand4 or Yahoo5). The student’s page is expected to
display the current stock price, the day’s high and low price,
and the amount of money the investment has made or lost
for the user so far. A chart is also to be displayed for the
stock, retrieved using an external feed of the group’s choice.
Other potential aspects of the application include a weather-
based component and a chat feature. The development cycle
has a secondary goal of familiarizing students with HTML5,
javascript, database design, and the use of libraries such as
Twitter Bootstrap6 and jQuery. A sample end-result screenshot
is shown in Figure 1.
Teams are also expected to write their code in a clean
manner while using a version control system of their choice,
such as Git7. Since teams are to produce multiple releases, each
team is provided with a Windows Server virtual machine to
deploy their project to, and are expected to produce and adhere
to a robust deployment strategy. Finally, teams are required
to use proper defensive coding practices to protect against
SQL injection and cross-site scripting attacks. Instructors may
choose to place more emphasis on specific aspects such as
usability, security, testing, etc.
B. Weekly Actions & Deliverables
In order to mimic the iterative nature of typical web
application development cycles, we require teams to submit
multiple project releases. These submissions also serve to
reinforce the importance of maintainability and extensibility
in web applications. While we encourage instructors to
deviate from this plan as they see fit, we have outlined our
deliverables and project releases below, based on a 15 week






Week 1: Team Formation
Teams are formed using an on-line survey where students are
encouraged to indicate who they would and would not like to
work with and their level of experience with web development
and software engineering. The instructor’s goal is to to create
balanced teams who are likely to work well together.
Each team is required to self-assign several roles including
team coordinator, development coordinator, and testing
coordinator. In our case, the course is comprised of upper
level students making self-appointed roles appropriate; in the
case of more novice students, the instructor may want to
appoint team roles, possibly choosing to rotate them in order
to allow each student to experience each role.
Week 3: Requirements Documents
Students are provided with a requirements document template
which they modify based on their conversations with the
customer/instructor. As with all project artifacts, teams are
expected to keep these documents up to date for with each
release throughout the term.
The grading on these initial document deliverables is
not aimed at ensuring that the teams have a completely
accurate document on their first attempt. The main goal is
to have followed the proper guidelines for producing these
deliverables and producing an adequate effort in creating
them as accurately as possible. During the second half of the
class, each team is given the opportunity to meet with the
instructor to elicit requirements and to ask general project
questions. In this and future interactions, the students are
also able to negotiate expectations with the customer. They
are encouraged to show prototypes, screenshots, and anything
else they deem useful to the customer. The goal is not to
limit customer interaction or punish inquisitions as long as
they are reasonable, rather the aim is to encourage customer
interaction and elicitation.
Week 5: Design Documents & Test Plan
As with the requirements document, teams are provided
a template design document and are expected to use the
requirements they’ve been provided and elicited from the
customer as input in its enhancement. Some expected
document components include UML diagrams (state,
sequence, and class), interface design, and basic database
design. Teams are also expected to create a test plan for their
project. In our course offerings, teams are instructed to create
acceptance tests in a simple excel document. Instructors may
choose to have teams use a more robust tool should they see fit.
Week 6: Beta Release
The initial project release is intended to be a lightly
scrutinized preview of Release 1 (R1). If time allows,
Instructors are encouraged to allow teams to conduct a short
5 minute demo of their applications and a basic progress
report, eliciting feedback from their classmates. In our case,
students have enjoyed seeing the progress of their classmates
and gaining this extra feedback before their first major release.
Week 7: Release 1 (R1)
At this time, teams are asked to deliver a partially working
version of their application and a 15 minute presentation.
Teams are also expected to submit all updated project artifacts
including the requirements document, design document, and
test plan. Some key deliverables are basic connections with
the external APIs, a deployment strategy, and cursory imple-
mentation. We do not evaluate usability or database setup for
this initial release.
The Software Engineering Department at RIT places a
large emphasis on the student skills of public speaking,
presentation, and internal and external communication. With
the first release, each group is asked to give a 15 minute
presentation highlighting some of the major aspects of their
product and some of the technologies they have encountered.
Other aspects of discussion are team roles and dynamics, a
short demonstration of their application, and plans for the
second release. The presentation is oriented as a progress
report for the customer.
We ask teams to identify any missing features or require-
ments not able to be delivered for the initial release. In order to
help persuade the students to divulge these undelivered items,
they are told they will be penalized much less significantly
for any items that they have declared to have missed (as
opposed to the instructor/customer finding them). This forces
the students to take ownership of their mistakes and be open
and honest with their customers, which we feel is an especially
important concept once the students graduate to the real world.
Hopefully these self-identified problem areas are addressed by
the team and defeated in upcoming releases. Assisting in this,
students are also required to complete an online, 360◦ survey
rating their teammates and themselves in order to identify
problematic areas and team members who are not contributing
as much as they should to the project.
Teams may be evaluated upon the quality of their
presentation, updated documentation, and created software.
Scores may be influenced by team contribution, adherence
to process (i.e. using the repository effectively), and metrics
such as defect density.
Week 8: R1 Postmortem
Each team creates a self-reflection document containing
that went well, what can be improved, and how. Teams are
encouraged to think deeply, but to refrain from discussing the
overly technical issues they have encountered, as this activity is
designed to focus on team, project, and process. Postmortems
are evaluated on their thoroughness, identification of strengths
and weakness, and plans to overcome these deficiencies. We
have seen quality submissions in the 3-5 single spaced page
range, but individual instructors may alter this guideline as
they see fit.
Week 11: R2
Teams submit their projects, updated documents and conduct
a presentation in a similar fashion to their first release.
In order to save class time, team presentations may be
abbreviated to 5 minutes, or even excluded at the discretion
of the instructor. Teams are evaluated on how well they are
updating their documentation, adhering to web engineering
principles, and the quality of their application. Some expected
additional features for R2 include better usability, use of
a database back-end, and a new messaging or chat component.
Week 12: R2 Postmortem
This is similar to the R1 postmortem, but should show more
advanced thought and problem resolution.
Week 15: R3 & R3 Postmortem
The final project release is conducted in a similar manner to
the first two releases, but with a longer student presentation
time. This will allow teams to discuss and reflect not only
on R3, but on the entire project as well. Some expected
deliverables for this final release include robust security, fully
integrated external APIs, a local database, and demonstrations
of usability.
The final postmortem should be due a few days after the
project, to allow consideration of not only the final release,
but the presentation and its preparation as well. Grading
should consider all components of the project, including the
final product, updated artifacts, postmortems, the presentation,
and peer feedback.
V. STUDENT FEEDBACK
A screenshot example of the finished product is shown in
Figure 1. Included in this example is Facebook login integra-
tion, the top 5 stocks based on user preference, a Facebook
news feed with the ability to post to the user’s timeline, a
daily events display, and a chat plugin which may be used
to message anyone also using the application. Other pages
not shown include a stock price simulator and a Facebook-
integrated calendar feature.
In recent examples, many many teams have decided to use
Bootstrap for their UI, a Pusher Chat8 widget, and a Yahoo
stock API9. Because of ease of implementation, a local SQL
database has typically been used to store user data. Groups
are encouraged to research other APIs, feeds, and sources
of information when creating their application, and the API
discovery process has been a valuable part of the overall
student learning process.
Student feedback has been very positive. At the conclusion
of the term, students are asked to fill out an anonymous course
evaluation survey. Many students have commented about how
much they enjoyed the project, and how much they learned
during the 15 week term. Table II shows the student responses
to three applicable questions in percentage format.
TABLE II. END OF COURSE SURVEY RESULTS
Survey Question Agree Neutral Disagree
The project was relevant to the course 86% 10% 3%
The amount of project work was ap-
propriate
93% 0% 6%
I learned a lot in the course 85% 11% 4%
VI. CHALLENGES & FUTURE WORK
While the project has seen considerable success since its
inception three years ago, there is still work to be done and
8http://pusher.com/tutorials/realtime chat widget
9https://developer.yahoo.com/finance/
areas of improvement. Like with many team based projects, a
problem we encountered was how to deal with students who
do not contribute to the project. This is a dilemma which is
not at all unique to this project and occurs in a wide variety of
software engineering student projects [22]. One way which we
have dealt with this issue was to ask students to fill out a brief
peer review survey after each major project deliverable. The
goal has been to identify non-contributing students and address
the situations recorded by students as necessary. The use of
explicit team roles has also served to alleviate this problem
slightly.
Instructors can expect students entering the course to have
a diverse range of experiences and skillsets, making it difficult
to balance between having the project topics be challenging
enough for the more advanced students and being simple
enough for the less advanced students to not be left behind.
This problem may be mitigated through the use of course
prerequisites, but it is a challenge that instructors will need
to balance with each course offering.
Web development is comprised of fast moving technolo-
gies. This includes new tools, languages, and perpetually
changing APIs. This means that the course will need to be
constant evolving to include these new technologies which will
involve significant diligence by the instructor for lectures, the
course project, and in class activities. We’ve also encountered
issue with APIs changing in the middle of term, which proved
to be troublesome to many of the teams. This did however
teach them a valuable lesson about risk mitigation, reactive
designs, and the constantly changing nature of the web. While
web technologies change at a tremendously fast rate, and
keeping the course up to date is always a challenge, Instructors
need to remember that the primary focus of the class is on
instructing proper engineering principles; programming is of
secondary importance.
VII. SUMMARY
Using proper web engineering principles to create web
applications which are on time, on budget, and high quality is
an important skill for students to master. We have created a
project component within our Web Engineering course in order
to reinforce the class’s concepts with the goal of resembling
a real-world project with components that may be seen by the
students soon after graduation.
Over the last few course offerings, we have refined the
project to better suit the learning objectives of the course and to
keep it relevant with the fast-paced nature of web technologies.
We have also seen a significant amount of student interest and
enthusiasm about the project, which has carried over into the
course as well. Students returning from their first jobs as web
engineers have also stated that the project had prepared them
well for their job and the situations they faced. Because of the
success we have experienced, we encourage others to consider
the use of this project in their Web Engineering courses.
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